AFRICA SAFARI 2018 – blog B
This is the second of a 9 part series Africa Safari 2018 blogs A to I of Timbavati, Tanda Tula
and Sanbona Private Game Reserves.
So exciting to be up each morning for another safari game drive. Each day the expectation of new
sightings and fun watching the animals and birds.
The following high lights include some pre-dawn shots of birds and rhinos waking up. Also included
great close ups of the elephants and their children playing in the mud. The highlight I think is the
zebras and cavorting around a bush. Great actions photos.
The Cast
Animals include: elephants playing in mud bath, wild dogs sleeping, wildebeest, rhinos sleeping and
munching, hyena, impala and the incredible dance of the zebras!
Birds include some with exotic names: long-tailed widow bird, Swainson’s spurfowl or Francolin,
eagle or vulture, hornbills,possibly a pearl spotted owl and the red-billed oxpecker.

Figure 1 Long-tailed widow bird at sunrise.
A sunrise safari gives a good chance to spot
the birds as they still sleeping. Downside:
light is difficult. Here the golden sun rise
adds a lovely backdrop.

Figure 2 This called either a red-neck spurfowl or Swainson’s Frankolin.
Our guide said he often commands a view of the sunrise and sunset from
the termite mound appearing to make sure the world is in order. Or
maybe looking for a female!

Figure 3 Wildebeest enjoys a dust bath

Figure 4 Hard to identify at dawn. Possibly
a vulture.

Figure 5 Mother elephants spoil baby with
a mud bath and shower. She smiles,
relishes and delights in the attention.

Figure 6 Baby elephant gets a shower from
mum

Figure 7 The mud bath is serious fun as the
mud must provide sun protection for the
elephants' skin

Figure 8 It took about 20 minutes for all to
have a turn to be protected from the sun
and ready for grazing

Figure 9 Hyenas on the prowl at night. They
can cover vast distances. A klepto parasite
we see them in a later blog stealing part of
the dinner from the wild dogs’ success

Figure 10 Beautiful mature impala on the move. They can run very fast

Figure 11 This beautiful Kori bustard was quite distant and
walking quickly but the Nikon zoom did a good job. It is the
largest native African flying bird and could be the heaviest
flying bird.

Figure 12 Kori bustards are quite shy and quickly move off when spotted.
Good rear view of ears

Figure 13 I think this is African eagle owl. The guide’s
spotlight made it possible but the colours are distorted.
Might be spotted pearl owl but this is a smaller owl.

Figure 14 African eagle owl front view

Figure 15 Rhinos at dawn share a wake-up
kiss. Good morning my dear!

Figure 16 How about a nose rub. Pardon
me there is an ox pecker on your back!

Figure 17 On the left of the we have the
family philosopher with chin on arm. The
family at dawn slowly wake up.

Figure 18 After a night of rest the rhino
family is now ready to start the daily
grazing. Love the rising sun on the young
one's horn

Figure 19 This young rhino has a helpful ox
picker in his ear. The red billed ox peckers
are a very important part of the rhino's
health plan as the red billed ox peckers
remove and eat dangerous ticks and bugs.
Or maybe they are just having a chat?

Figure 20 It is an amazing experience to sit
quietly, waiting, camera ready when
silently and suddenly a massive rhino
breaks camouflage, comes into view;
munching

Figure 21 Before sunset

Figure 22 Beautiful tree at sunset

Figure 23 Part of the pack of wild dogs take
break during the hunt. Notice most have
the ears up while sleeping.

Figure 24 The hunting is thirsty work. The
dams in the Safari Camps help to preserve
the wildlife during the dry season.

Figure 25 The African wild dogs are
wonderful to see. There is a healthy pack
surviving in the Timbavati region.
Unfortunately, they are now listed as an;
“endangered species”. We were lucky to
see this healthy pack of 14. Lions can be
threat and hyenas steal their hard-hunted
food. The Game Reserves do a good job in
helping their survival.

Figure 26 The zebra and wildebeest often
share grazing space and can travel
together. In Tanzania I was lucky to see a
migration with hundreds of both animals
moving together.

Figure 27 The Blue Wildebeest grazing

Figure 28 Blue Wildebeest Thank you for
your portrait

Figure 29 An icon in Australia’s past cattle stations, this is a
reminder of farming before electricity came to the region. The
windmill pumped water for the livestock. Looks like a weaver nest
at the top

Figure 30 Hornbills enjoy the sunrise view

Figure 31 Part of a large zebra herd

Figure 32 Amazing, spectacular dance of
the zebras The underbelly of the plains
zebra carries the patterned stripes. The
mountain zebra is creamy and does not.

Figure 33 A kiss! Will you dance with me?

Figure 34 Amazing zebra circus
performance waltz in the wild. A highlight
of the Safari

Figure 35 Ok let’s up the tempo and
boogey! One more time around the bush!

Figure 36 And now thank you take a bow!
Great show! Encore!

Figure 37 By sitting very still and quiet the
rhinos grazed right beside the truck. You
don’t like to remember that the rhino
probably has the strength to turn the truck
over

Figure 38 One last turn in the mud and we
will be off grazing

A wonderful Game Drive with an amazing display of the zebra waltz and the elephants playing the in
mud as highlights. Super fun to see.
Coming up some amazing treats as The Big Five are as promised by the clever guides tacked and
photographed. But I wont spoil the surprise. Coming up are more blogs of wonderful Safari sights.
What a wonderful world.
Africa Safari C is next.
Terry
November 19, 2018
Ps need help with identifications; especially the birds. If you spot any corrections, please contact me.
Free Beer!

